Abstract-We present an overview of hybrid Casper the Friendly Finality Gadget (FFG): a Proof-of-Stake checkpointing protocol overlaid onto Ethereum's Proof-of-Work blockchain. We describe its core functionalities and reward scheme, and explore its properties. Our findings indicate that Casper's implemented incentives mechanism ensures liveness, while providing safety guarantees that improve over standard Proof-of-Work protocols. Based on a minimal-impact implementation of the protocol as a smart contract on the blockchain, we discuss additional issues related to parametrisation, funding, throughput and network overhead and detect potential limitations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2008, the seminal Bitcoin paper by Satoshi Nakamoto [34] introduced the blockchain as a means for an open network to extend and reach consensus about a distributed ledger of digital token transfers. The main innovation of Ethereum [12] was to use the blockchain to maintain a history of code creation and execution. As such, Ethereum functions as a global computer that executes code uploaded by users in the form of smart contracts. Like Bitcoin [25] , [26] , Ethereum's block proposal mechanism is based on the concept of Proofof-Work (PoW). In PoW, network participants utilise computational power to win the right to add blocks to the blockchain. However, the ballooning global energy consumption [18] , [45] of PoW-based blockchains has made the concept increasingly controversial. One of the main alternatives to PoW is virtual mining or Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [1] , [3] , [37] . In PoS, the right to propose a block is earned by locking -or depositingtokens on the blockchain, which has no inherent energy cost.
As part of its long-term goal to switch from PoW to PoS, Ethereum is designing a full PoS protocol called Casper [11] , [39] , [40] . To ensure a smooth transition with minimal impact to its users, Ethereum deployed and tested a hybrid version, Casper the Friendly Finality Gadget or Casper FFG, as a smart contract on a dedicated testnet [21] , [35] , [36] . Essentially, Casper FFG is a simplified version of a Byzantine fault tolerant protocol [14] , with "votes" for checkpoints taking the place of prepares and commits. In contrast to protocols that treat every block as a checkpoint (e.g., Tendermint [31] and Algorand [15] ), Casper FFG periodically checkpoints blocks on an underlying chain. As such, the tried and tested PoW chain can be preserved during a transitional phase, whilst the extra load on the network is mitigated. This addresses two of the classical challenges that affect PoS protocols [4] , [32] : the nothing-at-stake problem through the slashing mechanism that penalises misbehaving violators [13] , and long-range attacks through a modified fork-choice rule that prioritises (and never reverts) finalised checkpoints over PoW [43] .
The high-level idea and fundamental properties of the hybrid Casper FFG have been outlined in [13] . The present paper is an extension of [13] that features a full description of the implemented incentives (reward-penalty) scheme and rigorous proofs of liveness and safety for the tested version. Based on the minimal-impact implementation of Casper FFG as a smart contract on the PoW chain, the present paper also covers the parameter choice, confirmation times and network overhead, and a discussion of potential limitations.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. We first provide an overview of the Casper FFG protocol and describe its core functionalities. To reason about liveness and safety, we develop a mathematical framework for the incentives scheme, slashing conditions, and the fork-choice rule. Our first theoretical result is that with the implemented reward scheme, Casper is α-live, for any α ∈ (0, 1], i.e., online validators controlling any fraction α ∈ (0, 1] of the stake will be eventually able to finalise checkpoints. Concerning safety, we first show that the property proved in [13] carries over to the updated incentives scheme, namely that two or more "conflicting" checkpoints can only exist if validators controlling at least 1/3 of the stake misbehave conspicuously and hence, can be slashed (i.e., punished). In the case of a protracted network partition, the liveness guarantee has implications for safety, as it allows for conflicting checkpoints to be finalised. However, using both numerical and analytical tools, we derive that the minimum duration of such a network partition is very large (i.e., at least three weeks). Finally, we turn to the implementation of Casper FFG as a PoW chain contract and discuss the protocol's impact on transaction throughput, the effect of different parametrisations and potential limitations.
To remain compatible with Ethereum's evolution towards a sharded and hence more scalable design [10] , [22] , [40] , the specifications of Casper FFG are constantly updated [8] , [11] . However, the main components, i.e., the incentives mechanism, functionality, and design philosophy remain basic components of Casper FFG even in the sharded construct (i.e., multi-chain) setting [7] , [11] , [20] . More broadly, since the protocol can be deployed as a smart contract on top of any chain-based blockchain, PoW or PoS [43] , it can be of wider interest to the blockchain community beyond Ethereum.
Outline: In Section II, we provide an abstract overview of Casper FFG and its operations in a formal mathematical model. Section III contains our main theoretical results on liveness and safety. In Section IV, we present our findings on Casper's implementation and discuss related issues. We summarise our results in Section V.
II. THE HYBRID CASPER FFG PROTOCOL

A. The PoW Chain
Ethereum functions as a global computer whose operations are replicated across a peer-to-peer network. Participants in the network are called nodes -they typically interact with the rest of the network via a software application called a client. The client interacts with the Ethereum blockchain via transactions. There are three main types of transactions: Token transfers provide the same core functionality as Bitcoin by allowing nodes to exchange digital tokens. Contract creations upload pieces of code, called (smart) contracts, to the blockchain. Contracts are executed using a runtime environment called the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). 1 Two notable high-level languages that compile into the EVM are Solidity and Vyper 2 which are based on the JavaScript and Python languages, respectively. Vyper is particularly relevant for this paper as it is used for the Casper contract. A typical contract will include one or more functions which can be called by the nodes. Contract calls handle interactions with the functions of an existing contract. In PoW, the ordering of these transactions in the blockchain is determined by a special class of nodes called miners. Miners collect and sort transactions, after which they execute these transactions in the EVM. The resulting information about the state of the complete global computer (account balances, contract variables, etc.) is then combined with the transactions and various other data into a data structure called a block. Miners compete to find a block that satisfies a condition that requires considerable computational effort. The winning miner receives a fixed amount of Ether (ETH) -Ethereum's native currency -in the form of a mining reward. Additionally, all of the three transaction types listed above require gas, which is also paid to the winning miner as a reward for the computational effort. In particular, more computationally expensive operations in the EVM require more gas (see [47] for a complete specification of the gas cost for the different types of operations) -as such, gas cost is a good measure for the computational 'cost' of a transaction. In Section IV we will investigate the gas cost of the different functions in the Casper contract.
Formal Framework: To reason about the evolution of the PoW chain in the context of network latency and partitions, we need a formal framework. Let N denote the full set of nodes as identified by an integer denoting their index in the 1 The eWASM framework [17] may replace the EVM in the future. 2 Hyperlinks: Solidity and Vyper. network, i.e., N ⊆ N. At each time t ≥ 0, each node n ∈ N is aware of a set of blocks B which we denote by B t n , i.e., B t n := {B : node n is aware of B at time t ≥ 0}. The genesis block g is the only block that all nodes are aware of at time 0, i.e., B 0 n = {g} for all n ∈ N . Each block B can be represented uniquely as an integer. 3 Due to network latency, eclipse attacks or other reasons, it may be the case that different nodes are aware of different sets of blocks, i.e., there may exist t > 0 and nodes n, m ∈ N such that B t n = B t m . We assume that nodes cannot forget about blocks, i.e., B t n ⊆ B s n , for any s, t > 0 with s > t. Each block B points to a previous block P (B) via a function P : N → N, cf. [4] , with
• P 0 (B) := B for any block B,
• P 2 (B) = P (P (B)) , P 3 (B) = P (P (P (B))) etc.
• P k (g) := ∅ for all k ≥ 1, where g is the genesis block,
• P k (B) = B for any B and k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, i.e., there are no cycles. 4 Based on this relationship, we define the chain C (B) of a block B as the path from B leading back to g, i.e., C (B) := B, P (B) , . . . ,
The height of the genesis block is 0, i.e., h (g) = 0. The state of the blockchain in block B is obtained by executing all transactions in C (B) starting from the genesis block g, see also [27] .
A fork occurs whenever two different blocks A and B exist such that P (A) = P (B). At any time t, each miner n needs to decide which block in B t n to extend. This is done using a fork-choice rule, which in its simplest form is a function f that maps a set B to a single block B. The block chosen is called the head. In PoW, the fork-choice rule is to select the block B with the highest accumulated proof-of-work, 5 and in case of ties to prefer the block seen first. Hybrid Casper FFG's fork-choice rule is discussed in the next section.
B. Execution of Hybrid Casper FFG
Validators: In hybrid Casper FFG, some nodes assume the role of validators. Nodes can become validators by locking/staking tokens on the PoW chain, thus creating a deposit.
In the Casper contract, this is done by calling the deposit and withdraw functions. Additionally, the logout function removes a validator from the active validator set and needs to be called before withdrawing. Validators need to wait a long period 6 after depositing before being allowed to withdraw.
Checkpoints: The central role of the validators is to vote for checkpoints [42] . A checkpoint is any block with block number i · l, where i ∈ {0, 1, . . .} and l ∈ N denotes the epoch length: an epoch is defined as the contiguous sequence of blocks between two checkpoints, including the first but not the latter. Block 0 (which is also a checkpoint) denotes the genesis block. We will assume l = 50 throughout this paper [43] . The epoch of a block is the index of the epoch containing that hash, e.g., the epoch of blocks 200 and 249 is 4. Because validators' deposits change between epochs due to the rewards and penalties, 7 we denote by D ν,i the deposit of validator ν ∈ V at the beginning of epoch i ∈ N, where V denotes the set of active validators at epoch. 8 Hence, let D i := ν∈V D ν,i denote the total stake (deposited value) at epoch i.
Votes in Casper:
In the Casper contract, voting is done by calling the vote function with the arguments ν, t, h(t), h(s), S , where the entries are explained in Table I . We will
height of the target checkpoint in the checkpoint tree h(s) height of the source checkpoint in the checkpoint tree S signature of (ν, t, h(t), h(s)) by the validator's private key say that a validator ν who generates a vote transaction to the Casper address votes correctly or casts a valid vote if ν includes the expected source and target epochs (checkpoints) returned to ν by a Casper contract call and a valid signature created by ν's private key [42] , [43] . In particular, the only valid target epoch is the current epoch (in the contract) and the only valid target for a vote that appears in block B is the checkpoint block with the correct height on the chain C (B). Finalisation: A checkpoint t is justified if at least 2/3 of validators -in terms of stake -publish a vote of the form ν, t, h(t), h(s), S for some checkpoint s, such that s is an ancestor of t and is itself justified. A checkpoint s is finalised if it is justified and a direct child 10 t of s is also justified -i.e., if t = P (s) and s, t are both justified, then s is finalised. We consider g to be both justified and finalised, to serve as the base case for the recursive definition. Two finalised checkpoints s, t are conflicting if neither is an ancestor of the other. When handling vote transactions the Casper contract only considers (includes) correct votes as defined above. Votes for the wrong targets and target epochs are considered invalid and ignored.
Fork-Choice Rule: The Hybrid Casper FFG fork-choice rule extends the PoW fork-choice rule of Section II-A. In particular, to select a block as the head of the chain, a client queries the contract to find the block(s) with the highest justified epoch, prioritising the block with the highest mining PoW only in a case of tie. Clients only consider epochs in which the total deposit exceeds a given minimum threshold and never revert a known finalised checkpoint. If a chain has no justified checkpoints beyond g, the fork-choice rule essentially reverts to pure PoW [43] .
C. Rewards and Penalties Mechanism
According to Casper's payments scheme, validators who vote correctly during an epoch are rewarded, and validators who do not are penalised. This is achieved by adjusting the validators' deposits depending on their own voting behaviour, i.e., on whether they are voting or not, and on the performance of the protocol as a whole, i.e., on what total fraction of validators vote correctly and whether that is enough to justify and finalise checkpoints. Specifically, Correct voting: If checkpoints are being finalised, i.e., if at least 2/3 of validators are voting correctly, then deposits of correctly voting validators increase by a positive interest rate. If checkpoints are not being finalised, deposits of correct voting validators remain the same. The interest rate depends on the total deposit and how many other validators are voting. Non-voting: Regardless of finalisation, non-voting validators are penalised and their deposits shrink. The penalties are increasing in the proportion of non-voting validators. If epochs fail to be finalised during sustained time periods, then penalties become gradually more severe. Conflicting/incorrect voting: Incorrect votes are ignored and validators who cast them are considered as non-voters and are not rewarded. If evidence is provided that validators cast conflicting votes, then their deposits are partially or entirely removed (slashed) depending on the severity of the violation and the overall protocol performance (proportion of "correct" voters and whether epochs are being finalised or not). In Casper's implementation, these adjustments are achieved via a scheme of reward factors, cf. (1) and (2) that properly update validator's deposits, cf. (3). This payment scheme is designed to make the protocol incentive compatible, i.e., to encourage validators to vote correctly and as often as possible and enforces the protocol's purposes of liveness and safety, as we discuss in more detail in Section III.
The Scheme: In detail, the Casper contract adjusts validators' deposits via the individual and the collective reward factors, ρ i and C i respectively, that depend on each validator's voting behaviour and on the aggregate protocol functionality, i.e., on whether epochs are finalised or not, for every epoch i ∈ N.
Specifically, let ESF i denote the Epochs Since Finalisation during epoch i, defined as i minus the height of the last finalised epoch. Since g is finalised, ESF 0 = 0 and ESF 1 = 1. For i ≥ 2, ESF i always equals 2 in the ideal situation where everyone always votes (it requires two consecutive epochs to be justified for the first of them to be finalised), otherwise it is higher. Based on the total stake D i in epoch i ∈ N, the individual reward factor ρ i , is then defined as follows if D i > 0, and ρ i = 0 otherwise. Here, γ, p, β > 0 denote the base interest, total deposit dependence and base penalty factors, respectively. 11 In the benchmark specification, γ = 7 · 10 −3 , p = 1 2 and β = 2 · 10 −7 . (The parameter choice will be discussed further in Section IV.) To define the collective reward factor, let
At the end of epoch i, let m i denote the weighted fraction of correctly voting validators in epoch i, defined as
The collective reward factor at the beginning of epoch i, C i , is defined as
Validators' deposits are then updated via the scheme
In the Casper contract, the reward factors are updated by calling the function initialize_epoch once per epoch (the contract processes only the first call in each epoch).
Slashing Conditions: Finally, to account for conflicting votes, Casper introduces the following commandments or slashing conditions, [13] : a validator ν who publishes two distinct votes ν, t 1 , h(t 1 ), h(s 1 ), S 1 and ν, t 2 , h(t 2 ), h(s 2 ), S 2 , violates Casper's slashing conditions, if I. h(t 1 ) = h(t 2 ): i.e., they are for same target height, II. h(s 1 ) < h(s 2 ) < h(t 2 ) < h(t 1 ): i.e.e, one vote is within the 'span' of the second vote.
Any validator is able to call the slash function with the data for two potentially offending vote messages as its arguments. If the slash call is found to be valid, then the offending validator's deposit is partially or entirely taken away (slashed) and the sender receives 4% of the validator's deposit as a 'finder's fee'. Invalid calls to slash are ignored in the same manner as invalid votes. Calls to slash can be valid on any chain, even those that do not include the offending vote calls, because the function arguments and signatures by themselves are sufficient evidence for misbehaviour. The degree to which the validator's deposit is shrunk depends to the total amount 11 The name of the parameters are self-explanatory. See Section IV-A for more details on their values and choice.
slashed 'recently' across the protocol -the reasoning is to punish more harshly when there is a higher risk that two conflicting checkpoints with the same height will be finalised.
III. ANALYSIS
In this section we investigate Casper's performance on the two integral goals of liveness and safety. To make the analysis self-contained, we start by providing the relevant definitions 12 We use the term α-strong nodes (validators) for nodes who control a fraction α ∈ (0, 1] of the protocol resources (stake). Also, let T α ∈ (0, ∞) ∪ {∞} denote the random time until the finalisation of the next checkpoint by a set of α-strong nodes. Randomness stems from block creation times in the underlying PoW chain. 13 Definition 1 (Liveness). We say that a protocol Π is α-live for some α ∈ (0, 1], if a group of protocol-following, α-strong nodes will be able to extend the blockchain (finalise checkpoints) after a finite period of time with probability 1.
Definition 2 (Safety). We say that a protocol Π is safe if the following holds: any protocol-following node who considers a checkpoint i as final at some time point τ ≥ 0, will also consider i as final at any time point t > τ .
Threat Model & Fault Types: To study liveness and safety, we assume an adversary that controls at most 49% of Casper's resources (stake) for an infinite period of time. We note that Casper also has a defensive mechanism against majority 51% attacks, namely the minority fork [39] . Here, we will focus on the standard threat model that assumes an honest majority. We assume a partially synchronous network, i.e., messages that do not arrive within the timespan of the intended epoch, are ignored. As we discuss further in Section IV-C, we do not account for collusions between miners and validators. We will show that Casper's reward mechanism disincentivises the following two core types of faults:
Liveness faults: checkpoints not getting finalised during one or more consecutive epochs. Safety faults: two or more conflicting checkpoints being finalised in the same or different epochs. (After all, this would either lead to a permanent fork, or to at least one node having to overturn a finalised checkpoint through a manual reset.)
correctly, checkpoints cannot be finalised. In the reward mechanism, this translates to an increase in the epochs since finalisation, ESF i which in turn affects both the individual ρ i (1) and the collective C i (2) reward factors, for i ∈ E. This is captured by Lemma 3. Without loss of generality, we assume that a fault involving (1 − α)-strong validators not following the protocol is initiated at epoch 0. All relevant notation is summarised in Table II 
Since D i is decreasing by (i) and p > 0, ρ i is increasing which concludes the proof.
Discussion of Lemma 3:
Intuitively, Lemma 3 says that as epochs are not getting finalised, Casper's implemented incentives mechanism increases the deposits of validators who vote correctly -i.e., without violating any slashing conditions -and consistently and decreases the deposits of non-voting validators. As ESF increases, this process will continue until the voting validators will acount for more than 2/3 of the total stake on the chain that they are voting on. The overall period that will be required depends on the initial proportion of their stake. From this point on, they will resume finalisation of checkpoints and hence, ESF will reset to 2 making changes in deposits much slower. This is the main argument behind Casper's liveness which is formalised in the Theorem 4 and illustrated in Figure 2 . 
which is equivalent to
This implies that finalisation will resume after epoch k α , where k α is the solution to the following minimisation problem
Hence, it remains to show that the above problem has a finite solution k α ∈ N for every α ∈ 0, 
i=0 ρ i , implies that it suffices to find a k such that
2 is unbounded and β > 0 is constant, such a k exists for every α ∈ (0, 2/3).
Given the benchmark parametrisation of the contract (to be discussed further in Section IV-A), the number of epochs needed to resume finalisation is illustrated in Figure 3 for different groups of α-strong voting validators 14 . We emphasise the following values which we will use in the study of Casper's safety properties: for α = 0.33, 0.49, and 0.51, the number of epochs needed for α-strong validators to resume finalisation is 3733, 2698, and 2546 respectively.
Safety: We now turn to the study of Casper's safety properties. To explore the trade-off between liveness and safety, we distinguish two scenarios: in the first, we assume a unified network in which clients have a view of all active chains, and in the second, a partitioned network, in which each client has a view of only a single chain.
In the first scenario, we seek to prevent the nothing-at-stake problem, which occurs by the incentive to finalise conflicting checkpoints on different chains during a fork. Casper's mechanism ensures that in the short term, different checkpoints cannot be finalised unless at least 1/3 of validators violate one slashing condition. Intuitively, this relies on the fact that 14 Lemma 3 and Theorem 4 assume that faulty validators stop voting completely. More elaborate voting/non-voting strategies can delay finalisation beyond the rate given here. However, liveness is retained, and since the rate depends on the parametrisation, we do not further analyse this technical issue. Proof. Let B 1 and B 1 denote two conflicting finalised checkpoints with direct children B 2 and B 2 , respectively. Also, let M := arg max h {C (B 2 ) ∩ C (B 2 )} denote the maximal -in terms of block height -common element in the chains of the two conflicting justified checkpoints (this element exists
, by definition of M . For slashing condition I to not be violated, it must be that h (B) = h (B ) for all B ∈ (B 2 , B 1 , P (B 1 ) , . . . , P n (B 1 )) and B ∈ (B 2 , B 1 , P (B 1 ) , . . . , P m (B 1 )). Since h (B 2 ) = l + h (B 1 ) and h (B 2 ) = l + h (B 1 ), this implies (without loss of generality, if necessary after renaming B 1 to B 1 and B 2 to B 2 ) that h (B 1 ) < h (B 2 ) < h (B 1 ) < h (B 2 ). Hence, since B 2 and B 1 have consecutive heights (B 2 is a direct child of B 1 ), there must be a k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} with h P
which creates a violation of slashing condition II.
We now turn to the scenario of a network partition. In this case, Casper's checkpointing mechanism provides an additional layer of security which improves over classic PoW protocols against long-range attacks. The intuitive reasoning for this improvement is that the majority chain -which is assumed to be controlled by honest nodes -will be able to finalise checkpoints ahead of any other chain with overwhelming probability. Hence, given Casper's fork-choice rule, validators voting on this chain can be sure that this will also be the canonical chain in the future and that finalised checkpoints will not be overturned.
This is the statement of Theorem 6 which we prove for Casper's current parametrisation, cf. Section IV-A. We focus on the most favourable case for the adversaries, i.e., 2 competing chains, where all of the adversaries' power is coordinated on the same chain. , honest validators will finalise blocks first after at most 2546 epochs and this is the canonical chain with overwhelming probability. For a conflicting block to be finalised, the partition should last at least 2698 epochs.
Proof. Consider a fork (network partition) initiated at time t = 0 and let f t i (α t i , 1 − α t i ) denote the distribution of validators (in terms of resources) in fork (chain) i = 1, 2 at time t ≥ 0. This information can be stored in a matrix F t ,
for t ≥ 0, where α 0 1 = α 0 2 = α denotes the initial stake of the validators voting in chain f 1 which we assume to be the honest group. Since, they vote only on chain f 1 , α t 1 will be non-decreasing and α t 2 will be decreasing. The opposite holds for the stakes (1 − α t i ) for i = 1, 2, t ≥ 0 controlled by the malicious validators who are only voting on chain f 2 . Case I: 2 3 ≤ α ≤ 1. Checkpoints in chain f 1 are being finalised without interruption and hence, validators voting in f 1 know that they are in the canonical chain. By the reward scheme, their deposits in chain f 2 will shrink and at some point the deposits of (malicious) validators voting on f 2 will account for at least 2/3 of the stake on f 2 . However, since at most 1 − α Casper's safety property, cf. Theorem 6: in case of a fork, the branch with the majority of validators (here upper branch) will resume finalising checkpoints first. Nodes do not revert finalised checkpoints, so for an honest node to accept a minority attacker's finalised block, it must have remained unaware of finalised blocks on the honest chain until the attacker was able to finalise, which for a 49%-strong attacker would take 2698 − 2546 = 152 epochs or over 29 hours. After finalisation resumes, the ESF drops to 2, which makes rapid changes in validators' deposits once again impossible, cf. (1).
time that is required for this to happen is at least 3733 epochs under the current parametrisation, cf. . In this case, validators voting in f 1 will have to wait for at most 2546 epochs, cf. Figure 3 , for their stake, α t 1 , to account for 2/3 of the total stake in f 1 . Validators voting in f 2 will need at least 2698 epochs to resume finalisation, cf. Figure 3 . Since individual block creation times are exponentially distributed, the probability that finalisation in f 2 will precede finalisation in f 1 is less or equal to the probability that an Erlang random variable with parameters n 1 = 2698, λ 1 = 0.49 will be less or equal than a random variable n 2 = 2546, λ 2 = 0.51, which is negligible (Python calculation: 0E-537).
The argument in the proof of Theorem 6 is illustrated in Figure 4 . After the initiation of the fork, validators who keep voting in the upper branch know that they will be able to start finalising first, since they form the majority at any point in time. Validators in the lower branch will also be able to finalise checkpoints, yet this will take considerably longer, see Figure 3 . In this case, conflicting checkpoints will be finalised and clients aware of either of the checkpoints will not be willing to revert them (under Casper's fork-choice rule). However, this requires the network to be partitioned for a period of time which is of theoretical interest only.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss implementation specifics of the Casper contract, in particular the financial cost in terms of rewards to validators in Section IV-A, its impact on transaction throughput in Section IV-B, and potential issues and limitations in Section IV-C.
A. Impact of the Parameter Choice
Finding appropriate values for each of γ, β, and p as discussed in Section II-C involves a tradeoff. A higher base interest γ means that the protocol becomes more expensive to operate, but also more decentralised as more people will be willing to deposit. A higher base penalty factor β means improved liveness, i.e., faster recovery from a large number of validators going offline. However, higher penalties also mean bigger losses for validators during serious network partitions. A higher deposit size dependence p means that validators can make a larger profit by performing censorship or DoS attacks against other validators. However, setting it too low means that the protocol does not automatically adjust the interest rate depending on how risky potential validators perceive depositing to be (an argument also made in [16] ).
As discussed in [43] , the benchmark parameters were set as γ = 7 · 10 −3 , β = 2 · 10 −7 , and p = 1/2. Here, p was chosen to strike a balance between p = 0 (i.e., constant interest rate per validator) and p = 1 (i.e., constant total amount of interest paid out by the protocol). In particular, given p = 1/2, γ and β were derived by reverse-engineering the constants from two desired outcomes: assuming that 10M ETH has been deposited, i) validators earn ≈ 5% annual interest if everyone (nearly) always votes, and ii) if 50% of the validators go offline, they lose 50% of their deposits in 21 days.
Funding: Rewards are paid to validators by the protocol. As discussed in [43] , the Casper contract was planned to receive an initial amount of 1.5M newly created ETH after a hard fork (coinciding with the changes to the fork-choice rule used by the clients). If 10M ETH were deposited, then this would keep the contract funded for roughly 2 years. 15 This amount of ETH is intentionally kept limited to maintain an informal (i.e., dependent on further hard forks) deadline for the transition to full PoS. 16 If the contract has insufficient funds, validators still earn interest (as their deposits are kept as contract variables), but are unable to withdraw their deposits.
B. Overhead of the Hybrid Casper FFG Contract
The calls to the Casper contract impact the throughput of the protocol because they use the same client bandwidth and processing power as regular transactions. In particular, we will study the contract's consumption of gas (which, as discussed in Section II-A, measures the computational load) relative to the total gas limit. The total block gas limit is variable and can be influenced by the miners, although since December 2017 it has been close to 8M gas (see Etherscan.io). The estimated gas costs of the six main types of function calls in the contract are displayed in Table III . Although the exact gas consumption of function calls depends on various external factors, including the exact numerical values of the arguments, the functionality to produce estimates is built into the Vyper compiler. Per epoch, there is ideally one initialize_epoch call, and one vote call per validator. The cost of the deposit, logout and withdraw functions is assumed to be negligible, in part because of the minimum time period between depositing and withdrawing. We assume the same for slash because of the high cost of violating a slashing condition. The load of the two other calls is unevenly distributed across the epoch: the initialize_epoch call will come early in the epoch, but most of the vote calls are expected to arrive in the later part of the epoch when the probability of voting for a 'losing' block in a temporary PoW chain fork is small enough. In the benchmark parametrisation, there are 50 blocks per epoch, and we assume that votes arrive in the final three quarters of the epoch, i.e., the last 37 blocks. The impact of the initialize_epoch call during the first 13 blocks is roughly equal to 742K/(13 · 8M) ≈ 0.7%, which is small. However, the impact of the votes during the last 37 blocks can be considerable. With 100 validators, the expected gas cost per epoch is roughly equal to 100 · 532K/(37 · 8M) ≈ 18%. This confirms similar observations by Ethereum researchers that, even under proper protocol updates, no more than 592 (or even 400) validators could be supported [41] . Several approaches can be taken to limit the number of participating validators. The intended approach by Ethereum was to impose a fixed minimum deposit size of 1500 ETH. Alternative approaches would be to not accept new deposits beyond a hard limit of N validators, to only accept votes from the N validators with the highest deposit size, or to dynamically adjust the minimum deposit size based on the number of validators. Accurate predictions of the impact of the minimum deposit on the number of validators require economic modelling that is outside the scope of this paper. As for other PoS-based blockchain platforms: in EOS, 21 delegates [6] chosen by the stakeholders control the consensus algorithm, whereas Cardano aims for 100 stake pools [5] , [29] .
Off-Chain Messages: Another approach to mitigate the network load is to move hybrid Casper FFG messages onto a separate chain. As a result, two interdependent blockchains operate simultaneously: the traditional PoW chain, and a side chain called the beacon chain. 17 The core protocol messages (vote and slash) are then moved to the latter, and the evolution of the rewards is processed internally by clients. A contract on the main chain is still created to handle deposit, logout, and withdraw messages, and to process exchanges from ETH to/from the reward variables on the beacon chain. The initialize_epoch calls are no longer necessary as clients process the epoch transitions internally.
The advantages of this approach are the possibility of mes- 17 The beacon chain is named for its originally envisaged role in producing a random beacon [19] , [20] . sage processing optimisations (e.g., bit masks and signature aggregation [9] , [23] , or the parallel processing of vote messages which was found to be challenging in the contract set-up [33] ), and facilitation of a transition to a sharded 18 blockchain, by serving as the central chain connecting the various side chains. The disadvantage is that substantial modifications to the clients will be required. The block proposal/consensus mechanism on the beacon chain is still under active development -it is envisaged to use full PoS (with the same validator set as Casper FFG) in its final iteration. Given its long-term benefits, the dual-chain approach has been chosen as the way forward for Ethereum [20] .
C. Other Issues & Limitations
We conclude with remarks of a general nature and issues that we detected from our study and the implementation of the Casper FFG contract. First, the "finder's fee", cf. Section II-C, for detecting a violator of slashing conditions may create conflicting incentives and competition between validators. Second, in the case that the network experiences a large partition or fork, cf. Figure 4 , honest validators who have voted and finalised on the non-canonical chain will sustain heavy losses to return to the main chain. Third, to focus on validators' mechanics, we ignored potential collusions between validators and PoW miners. This point is not relevant in a pure PoS implementation and would have shifted the present analysis away from Casper's properties of interest. Additionally, we have focussed on a static validator set in this paper and leave further analysis of dynamic validator sets to future work. Regarding new nodes needing to choose between conflicting checkpoints, we hope to investigate heuristics in future work. (In any case, this depends on the choice of bootstrapping nodes by the client, and is therefore a question of proper client implementation.) Finally, despite increasing security, the checkpointing mechanism does not reduce confirmation times (2 epochs = 100 blocks). Instead, the full benefits of Casper in terms of block-confirmation times are expected to be realised in a pure PoS implementation of the Ethereum blockchain.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we analysed the Casper FFG contract that was evaluated on a dedicated Ethereum testnet. We described its core mechanism and showed that its incentives scheme ensures liveness whilst providing security against the finalisation of conflicting histories, i.e., checkpoints. As a finality protocol that can be overlaid on both PoW and PoS blockchains, hybrid Casper FFG can be of interest to a broad audience within the blockchain ecosystem. Our findings on liveness, safety, and implementation remain particularly relevant for Ethereum's transition to a sharded design in which the Casper FFG philosophy is being carried over.
